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Kenniston
Realty
The Sign That Sells!

Rockland - $169,000 - Totally rebuilt from the basement up. New furnace,
new appliances, new roof, 3 full baths, 3 bedrooms, 3 floors, Jacuzzi. Water
views.

Rockland - $199,000 - All set to go, this lovely intown house has 3 large
bedrooms, 2 baths, all new windows and vinyl siding. Fenced-in yard and
aboveground pool make living comfy. Good neighborhood within walking
distance of the downtown.

In-Town
Geothermal

Tenants Harbor - $235,000 - An 1850’s farmhouse near water. Unrestored
except for newer kitchen and bath. Over 2 acres.

—by Melissa Waterman
n the heart of Rockland, right on Broadway,
Isquare-foot
an architect and an artist live in a 5,000home built in the 1850s that
remains cool in the summer and warm in the
winter without using a drop of heating oil.
George Terrien and Connie Hays found a
method to keep themselves free of the anxiety many feel watching fuel oil prices continue to rise: geothermal
power. The earth warms their house.
But this isn’t heat from Old Faithful or Iceland’s thermal vents
spewing super-heated water. A more accurate term for the type of
geothermal power found in Terrien and Hays’ home is geo-exchange.
As George Haselton, president of Rockport Mechanical Inc., puts
it, “Geo-exchange uses the earth to gather or absorb heat.”
The expansive house on Broadway is filled with light. High ceilings, a stunning open staircase (photo at right) and exquisite paned
windows could make the home hard to heat, but today the air is a
comfortable 62 degrees F, which it will remain all winter. Though
it is located just a few feet away from a busy street, the house is cool
and quiet throughout the summer months because the windows stay
closed and the house is air-conditioned with the geothermal power
system.
Below the house lies a 425-foot well. This well is not used to gathIN-TOWN GEOTHERMAL continues on page 11

Rockland - $385,000 - This very well maintained property shows “owner’s
care” throughout. It’s ideal for entertaining large groups and intimate for
small family gatherings. A very private area that has “location.”
If this is your price range, this is a “must see.”

www.kennistonrealty.com
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E.L. SPEAR, INC.
SINCE 1900
10 Payne Ave. (U.S. Rte. 1) – Rockland • Tel. 594-4331

we’d just like to say…

thanks!

Saturday, November 10!
You’ve ranked Ace “Highest in Customer Satisfaction Among
Major Home Improvement Retail Stores”* and we’re showing
our appreciation with this very special one day sale! Shop
early and save at Ace on holiday decor and great gifts for
everyone on your list!
*Ace Hardware received the highest numerical score among retail stores in the proprietary J.D. Power and Associates 2007 Major Home Improvement Retail Store Satisfaction StudySM.
Study based on responses from 16,239 consumers measuring 10 stores and opinions of consumers who purchased a home improvement product or service within the previous 12
months. Proprietary study results are based on experiences and perceptions of consumers surveyed April-May 2007. Your experiences may vary. Visit jdpower.com

Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 7:00-5:00
Sat. 7:30-4:00
Sun. 9:00-4:00

“THE BUILDERS CHOICE FOR 107 YEARS”
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Stone-Wall
Workshop at
Merryspring
Nov. 11
It’s estimated that by the late 19th
century New Englanders had built
about 250,000 miles of stone walls,
but most of us would be delighted
to have just a few dozen feet of
good-looking fieldstone to call our own. On
Sunday, November 11, from 1 to 3 p.m., Merryspring education coordinator Kerry Hardy
will lead a workshop at Merryspring Nature
Center in Camden to show how to build, or
re-build, one of these New England icons.
It’s always tempting to digress into the history, geology and aesthetics of this subject,
but this particular workshop will be all about
the hands-on technique and decision-making that’s required to make one rock stay
on top of another in an attractive fashion.
Participants will all help build a section of
free-standing wall in which the base stones
are already set and the building stones are all
sorted and ready to go. Learning how to
make the right fits and consistent and strong
joints, as well as achieving a uniform cap
height and appearance, will be the main tasks
addressed. Students will get a chance to use

hammers, chisels and “feathers and wedges”
to reshape stones when necessary.
It won’t be all work and no play — a snack
of cider and donuts, along with lots of stonewall anecdotes and pauses for evaluating the
wall as it grows, should keep everyone’s
body fresh and spirits high.
Preregistration is required, and attendance
is limited to 20 people, so call Merryspring
at 236-2239 prior to Friday, November 9,
at 4 p.m. to be included; or call the instructor at home (596-0248) by Saturday evening.
The workshop cost is $10 for Merryspring
members and $15 for non-members and will
be held at the park on Conway Road in Camden unless heavy rains are forecast, in which
case it will be held the following Sunday.
Merryspring extends its thanks to Aqua
Maine for their donation of the rocks used
in these workshops each year.

USDA Funds Available for
Forest Landowners
Forest landowners may be eligible to
receive funding in 2008 through the USDA
Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS) to develop a forest management
plan. NRCS in Maine has made funds available through its Environmental Quality
Incentives Program (EQIP). Applications will
be accepted on a continuous basis and will
be funded as long as funds are available.
Landowners are eligible if they have a minimum of 10 acres in contiguous forestland,
no current forest management plan exists or
the existing plan is more than 10 years old,
and if the applicant meets all other EQIP eligibility criteria. After a plan has been developed and the incentive payment made, a
landowner would be eligible to apply for cost
sharing to implement conservation practices
contained in the plan.
Landowners approved for the EQIP Prescribed Forestry Plan Incentive will receive

a one-time payment to help cover a portion
of the cost to develop a forest management
plan. Payment rates are: $20/acre for forestland 10 to 50 acres in size, and $12/acre for
forestland greater than 50 acres in size, with
a total payment not to exceed $4,000.
“This is an opportunity for landowners to
develop a forest management plan, which
will assess natural resources in the woodlot
such as wood volume, types of trees and
wildlife species,” said Mary E. Thompson,
district conservationist for the NRCS office
that covers Knox and Lincoln counties.
Applications for Knox and Lincoln counties must be received at the NRCS office,
located in the USDA Service Center at 191
Camden Road (Route 90) in Warren. For
more information, contact Thompson at 2732005, extension 3, or e-mail mary.thompson@me.usda.gov. For additional information, visit www.me.nrcs.usda.gov.

Come Join Catherine and her Neighbors
at The Residence at Tall Pines

“My apartment is spacious
and the staff is wonderful.
I socialize with my neighbors
and especially enjoy the
outings and crafts.”
– Catherine Alling, resident

The Residence at Tall Pines is Belfast’s newest and most comfortable
retirement community. Our convenient downtown location, our attractive
one- and two-bedroom apartments, and our caring staff, make The Residence
Midcoast’s “Quality Choice” for gracious living.
Come see why The Residence at Tall Pines offers more than you hoped for...for
less than you imagined. Please call today to schedule a private tour 207-930-7031.

The

Residence

at tall pines
3FUJSFNFOU -JWJOH JO .JEDPBTU .BJOF

24 Martin Lane, Belfast, ME 04915 • Phone: 207-930-7031 • www.tallpinesliving.com
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www.agrenappliance.com

1401 Route 1
WALDOBORO 622-2244
Free removal of old
appliances and TVs.

40" SONY Bravia 1080p
HDTV & Sound System

$220!
On everything in our store 11/8-10
rebates:

1-Year
no-pay, no-interest financing.
It’s like get t ing a free lo an fo r
an invest ment h
t at makes
sen se…l ike a new kitch n
e .

56 Western Ave
AUGUSTA
622-2244

Plan a Winter Garden

Get $680
rebates on 4-piece
kitchen from

— by Jennifer Jewell

The garden in winter takes on a different character. Instead
of focusing on color and scent, it centers on interesting
shapes, texture and bursts of color. A winter garden sounds
like a contradiction in terms, but if you plan well, winter
might become a favorite season.
“With a little forethought and preparation, the garden in
winter can hold its own peaceful and lovely rewards,” says
landscape horticulturalist Warren Leach.
Comfortable access to your garden in cold weather will
determine how often you venture out and enjoy it. Make
sure the places you like to get to — perhaps a favorite bench
in a wooded corner — have suitable walking paths.
Then consider where to place plants to make the most
of your regional conditions and your winter habits. As when
planning the summer garden, consider the views of the winter garden you’ll see from indoors.
Winter gardeners are less distracted by color and blossom
and more attuned to structure and form. When choosing plants
for winter interest, consider evergreen foliage, strong or interesting branching, and overall plant form. Also look for bark
texture or color, berries, cones, seed heads that hold up through
a good part of the winter, winter bloom, and fragrance.
“Woody plants are key to the winter garden in the Northeast,” Leach says. “Go for big, bold and strong in shape and
color,” he added. Leach is also a fan of gold-colored foliage
for that extra jolt of visual warmth in the cold months.
Leach suggests the following plants for winter interest:
• Pines that change color in winter such as Pinus sylvestris
“Gold Coin,” especially when paired with a reliable winter bloomer such as Hamamelis x intermedia “Diane” (a
reddish witch hazel);
• Shrubby dogwoods such as Cornus sericea “Silver and
Gold” (with yellow stems in winter) or Cornus sanguinea
“Winter Flame” (orange-yellow and red stems);
• Shrub willows such as Salix alba Vitellina (yellow stems)
or Chermesina (yellow-red stems);
• The silver-gray evergreen Juniperus virginiana “Grey
Owl”;
• The Japanese evergreen known as Hiba arborvitae (Thujopsis dolobrata), with textured bark, fan-shaped branching and interesting coloring;
• For winter berries: hollies (Ilex spp.) and red chokeberry (Aronia arbutifolia Brilliantissima);
• For winter blooms: witch hazel, hellebores and snowdrops.
© 2006 by Ogden Publications Inc.

GOSLINE
INSURANCE GROUP

G

For a Free Consultation Call:
207.529.5000
www.customclosetsofmaine.com

Custom Framing For The Holidays
Ready Made Frames
Let Us Help You With Your Design Options

156 South Main Street, Rockland, Maine 04841
telephone: 207-596-7476
fax: 207-594-7244
www.primroseframing.com

Clean Up with Kelsey’s!
Sale Pricing on Laundry Pairs & Dishwashers
Our Best Selling
Front Load
Laundry Pair

BOSCH

BOSCH ave $ 90*
Dishwasher S

NTW5500TQ

Pease Insurance Agency
“For your changing life:
Personal, Commercial, Financial,
Employee Benefits, Bonds”
Austin Childs, Sales
Jason Foster, Sales
Tammra Ferraiolo, Office Manager/
Commercial Account Agent
Sara Watts, Personal Account Agent
Becky Norwood, CSR • Kathy Overlock, CSR

S
R
E
H
S
A
W
H
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L
A
ON SALE!

NED5500TQ
WFMC3301UC

$

00*

568
$

00

Save 112 !!

$

WTMC3321UC

00*

1,590

Save $21000*

SHE43MO2

$

53900*

*After Mail-in and Instant Rebates

All licensed insurance agents ready
to answer your insurance questions
236-6222 • 1-888-421-6222 • Fax: 236-6266
Corner of Rtes. 90 & 17, West Rockport

kelseysappliance@roadrunner.com

1.2 miles west of
Route 17 on Route
90 in Rockport
594-2929
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Draf Mid Coast Blinds
Has the Solution
(a division of Golden Hand Decorating)

Heat Your
Home with
Wood
The Bodega Bay wood fireplace insert from QuadraFire keeps rooms cozy.
PHOTO COURTESY
OF QUADRA-FIRE

HONEYCOMB SHADES
Provide thermal performance rating
up to 5 times better than single pane.

Call Judy at 236-0765
for an appointment or information

s
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l
B
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Mid
Route 90 West Rockport

236-0765
Premium Bar Iron Collection

Forged Iron Collection

Make Your
Fireplace

BEAUTIFUL
and
EFFICIENT
Totalview Collection

• Prevent costly heat from leaving your
home (the average flue opening is equal to
having a window open 6 inches!)
• Ideal for formal and large
stone fireplaces
• Standard & Custom sizing available

Sale on Display
Doors!
10% Off All Orders
Placed in November

— by Dan Chiras

As natural gas prices skyrocket, woodburning stoves are becoming a smart, money-saving option for many homeowners.
Wood heat offers many benefits over conventional home-heating fuels. Although
burning wood creates air pollution, the new
generation of clean, efficient stoves reduces
particulates and emissions of carbon dioxide, the principal greenhouse gas that leads
to global warming.
Wood is renewable and abundant in many
locations — even in cities, where mountains
of wood pallets, shipping crates, constructionsite scrap lumber (make sure it’s chemical
free) and tree trimmings are readily available.
Wood stoves for home heating fall into two
categories: radiant and circulating. Radiant
woodstoves are made from welded steel or
cast iron. These stoves’ walls absorb the fire’s
heat and radiate it into the room.
Circulating stoves consist of a welded-steel
or cast-iron shell surrounded by an air space
and a second layer of metal. The fire heats
the inner shell, warming the air space. Heated air flows from this space either passively
(by convection) or actively (by a fan).
Both radiant and circulating stoves achieve
rather impressive combustion efficiencies —
from 60 to 80 percent. (A stove’s combustion efficiency is the percentage of the fuel’s
potential energy it releases.) Radiant and circulating stoves achieve their high efficiencies, in part, by specially designed openings
in the stove that introduce air into the combustion chamber at strategic locations. The
more air — and hence oxygen — that’s available, the more efficient combustion becomes.
To further boost efficiency, some wood
stoves pass exhaust gases through ceramic
honeycomb devices called catalytic burners. The catalytic burner ignites the unburned
hydrocarbons the wood gives off, thereby producing a significant amount of energy that
would otherwise be wasted. This improves
overall heat production, but catalytic burners
add several hundred dollars to the stove’s cost
and must be replaced every three to six years.
A less expensive efficiency enhancement is
an internal baffle, which directs exhaust gases back over the fire, where they ignite, wringing more heat from the wood. Both baffles and
catalytic burners increase combustion efficiency and result in cleaner burning stoves —
which means less air pollution and less creosote buildup on the flue pipe. (Creosote is a
mixture of organic compounds that deposits
inside the flue pipe and can catch fire.)
When shopping for a woodstove, checkthe manufacturers’ stickers that indicate effi-

Rte. 90, Rockland
www.mazzeosinc.com

Tues.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Fireplace Inserts
If you live in a home with an old fireplace,
consider a fireplace insert — a steel or castiron box that fits neatly into the opening.
Most models achieve combustion efficiencies around 70 percent. A fireplace insert
costs as much as a wood stove, but because
it utilizes the existing chimney, it costs less
to install. Select a model that comes with a
blower (fan) that circulates warm air around
the fireplace combustion chamber and moves
it quickly into the adjoining room.

Pellet Stoves
To avoid cutting or hauling wood, consider a pellet stove, which burns pellets made
of corn or compressed sawdust from lumbermill waste. You can purchase the pellets from
local hardware or discount stores. Then, simply pour the pellets into the stove’s hopper,
where they’re fed into the fire as needed by
an electric auger.

Biomass Stoves
One of the most exciting home-heating
developments in recent years is the biomass
stove, a combustion device much like a pellet stove. Biomass stoves burn unconventional organic fuels, including corn, cherry pits,
olive pits, wheat and other cereal grains.
Users feed seeds and grains into a hopper
that delivers a slow, steady stream of fuel to
the combustion chamber.
Available in bulk in many rural locations,
relatively inexpensive cereal grains could provide a substantial amount of heat to homes,
offices or workshops. These fuel sources contain a huge amount of energy and burn cleanly. They’re also renewable and provide a
potentially lucrative market for farmers’ crops.

Masonry Heaters
Ideal for new home construction, a masonry heater is a super-efficient wood-burning
stove that extracts more energy from wood
than conventional wood stoves do. Hot
exhaust gases exit via a serpentine flue that
snakes through the high-mass body of the
stove, which is made from brick, stone,
cement block or adobe.
As the exhaust gases make their way through
the flue, the mass absorbs heat and slowly radiates it into the room. Masonry heaters produce
a more comfortable heat than wood stoves.
Plus, heat from a single burn radiates into a
room much longer — from 6 to 24 hours.
© 2007 by Ogden Publications Inc.

Falling Leaves Means Falling Prices

15% OFF Everything in Store!
thru the end of November

The Flooring Network

596-6496

ciency and emissions. These provide a great
way to compare models and select the most
efficient and clean-burning stove.

* Area Rugs
* Wood Flooring

(Materials Only)

* Orientals
* Vinyl

* Carpeting
* Ceramics

Cayouette Flooring Sales & Installation
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Free Estimates

M O N - F R I 9 A M - 5 P M • S AT 9 A M - 4 P M

210 Park Street, Rockland

594-2413
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We’re not all organic growers, nor do we all grow feed for higher organisms such as amphibeans and fish, the Cencorn, but the current controversy on allowing Bt corn to be ter for Food Safety has noted that “caddis flies are imperagrown in Maine affects us all. My theory is, if it grows in tive to healthy, normally functioning stream ecosystems;
the ground, it’s gardening, and since this is a gardening col- they serve as food for fish, birds, reptiles, and amphibians.”
This effect went unnoticed for 10 years because the Enviumn, I’ll try to talk a little about what’s going on.
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA), in its
First, we have to jump back to July, when
registration trials, tested Bt on a crustacean
the Board of Pesticide Control (BPC)
rather than on the aquatic insects that are
licensed Bt corn for use in Maine. Previous
being affected. Joseph Mendelson, legal
to this licensing, Maine was the only state
director of the Center for Food Safety, said,
in the Union to be free of this genetically
“This is yet another example of a governmodified corn. This corn product has been
ment agency granting clearance for a GE
genetically engineered to tolerate the pesorganism without requiring meaningful or
ticide Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt). At the time
stringent testing. Bt corn is planted widely
of licensing, the BPC agreed to make rules
throughout the U.S. Had a study like this
restricting the use of this pesticide, and on
been done prior to the government’s
November 16, they will be soliciting public
approval, we would not be looking at a popcomment on those rules. Even as the BPC
ular crop that has the potential to broadly
plans for this public hearing on rules to regby Georgeanne Davis
disrupt the environment.”
ulate the use of genetically modified Bt corn,
The public hearing on “Proposed Rule for Regulation of
new information about its effects on the environment is
Bt Corn,” on Friday, November 16, at 9:30 a.m. at the Hampemerging.
A new study, funded by the National Science Foundation, ton Inn on Kennedy Memorial Drive in Waterville, was origindicates that Bt corn may damage the ecology of streams inally meant to take comments on the mandatory 660-foot
draining Bt corn fields in ways that have not been previous- buffer zone between any planting of Bt corn and any organly considered by regulators. Corn genetically engineered to ic or seed corn plantings. The buffer zone would work to
tolerate Bt has been found to harm non-target aquatic insects dramatically reduce the chances of (though not eliminate)
and disrupt the connected food web. A new study, “Toxins contamination. Six hundred and sixty feet is the isolation
In Transgenic Crop Byproducts May Affect Headwater distance recommended by the American Seed Trade AssoStream Ecosystems,” by researchers at Indiana University, ciation for keeping seed varieties pure. However, many seed
funded by the National Science Foundation and published producers and other industry references suggest a one-mile
in Proceedings of the National Academies of Sciences, sug- isolation distance for seed corn. One mile is also the isolagests that the crop, which has been licensed for use since tion distance required by the USDA for other genetically
engineered corn varieties not intended for human consump1996, poses an unforeseen risk to aquatic ecosystems.
According to the study, roughly 35 percent of American tion, such as those engineered to produce pharmaceutical
corn acreage is Bt corn. Pollen and other parts of the plants and industrial precursors.
All this talk of buffer zones in light of the new study seems
are traveling much farther than the fields in which they are
planted, carrying Bt toxins through watersheds and being to me to be moot. If there is to be discussion, it should begin
consumed by close relatives of the corn’s targeted pests, like with the new information. I was not able to find out whether
caddis flies, which experience high mortality and stunted or not it would be possible for an appeal to be launched
growth as a result of Bt exposure. As they are a food resource regarding the licensing, although I did try.

So What’s
Up with Bt
Corn?
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Making Edible Holiday Houses
In preparation for December’s Great Gingerbread Spectacular, a holiday display of gingerbread and other edible
houses and structures, the Opera House at Boothbay Harbor is holding two classes for prospective bakers and
builders. Both an after-school class, at 3 p.m., and an afterwork class, beginning at 5 p.m., are slated for Tuesday,
November 13, upstairs at the Opera House.
The Gingerbread Spectacular has grown out of a small
display of gingerbread houses created by Boothbay region
residents and exhibited at the Opera House in past years
during the holidays. Kevin Kiley, a creative local baker and
musician, has been the driving force behind the gingerbread movement in town and has built some of the most
dazzling structures in past years. Residents and visitors
have marveled at the gingerbread and pretzel-rod creations
and have often asked, “How do you build something like
that?” With an eye towards encouraging local builders of
all ages and skills, Pat and Kevin Kiley will be sharing
some of the tricks of the trade during the two November
13 classes. From gingerbread foundations to gumdrop
adornment, the Kileys will provide an insider’s view of creating holiday magic. The after-school class at 3 p.m. is
designed for parents and younger children to attend together, as well as teenagers. The 5 p.m. class will be held in
the Opera House’s historic bar room and is intended for
adults. After-work beverages will be available. Both classes are free, but pre-registration is requested; contact the
Opera House at 633-6855 before 4 p.m. on Monday,
November 12.
This year the Opera House is encouraging individuals,
families, classes, scout troops and businesses to build struc-

tures created from gingerbread, pretzel rods, sugar cubes
and other edible products to be put on display in the upstairs
gallery beginning on November 30. The gingerbread houses will be on exhibit throughout the day on Saturday, December 1, while the downstairs at the Opera House will be filled
with the display of trees put together by the garden club for
its Festival of Trees. Following the one-day display, gingerbread builders are invited to take home their creation, or to
offer it up for auction to raise funds for the Opera House.
Judges will award prizes for the largest, the smallest, the
most appetizing, best attempt, weirdest, most architecturally interesting, and the coveted Most Spectacular!, among
other categories.
To register for either class, or to find out more about
December’s Gingerbread Spectacular, contact the Opera
House at 633-6855. It costs nothing to enter, other than baking and materials costs.

IN HISTORIC WALDOBORO VILLAGE

The important
trees & shrubs
in your landscape . . .
deserve the finest
arboricultural care
& artistry.

• Doors & Hardware
• Architectural House Parts
• Unique Home Decor
• Plumbing Fixtures
• Glass & Stone
“We Buy & Sell Salvage”
29 FRIENDSHIP ST.,WALDOBORO
832-6390 • THURS., FRI. & SAT. 10-5

TRILLIUM
SOAPS

Aesthetic, health & safety pruning
Cabling/bracing  Removals
Planting  Fertilization/aeration
Tree protection during construction
Woodland paths  Vistas  Shoreland zones
Tree appraisals  Consultations

Route 17, West Rockport
594-5070
OPEN YEAR-ROUND

207-236 -6855
877-TREEKPR

Nancy Caudle-Johnson
Douglas N. Johnson, Sr. Arborist
Maine-licensed  ISA Certified  Insured

Caring for the earth – one tree at a time.

SM

CREATING THE
OMFORTS
OF HOME
C
Interior Decorating Services
Custom Window Treatments
Quality Fabrics
Fine Wallpapers
Handmade Area Rugs
Unique Home Furnishings
and Accessories

207. 338. 2204 www.jstoneinteriors.com
Rt. 1 & Northport Avenue • Belfast, ME

Now
Renting
Searsport Self Storage
at Searsport Antique Mall
Route 1, 149 East Main St.

548-2640
Brand new, convenient location, staff on premises
7 days a week, reasonably priced and easy access

FALL SPECIAL
Window & Door
Liquidators
Windows, Vinyl Siding, Doors,
Metal Trimwork Available

TILT-IN
SASH AND
½ SCREENS

starting at

189
installed

$

99

Double Hung Vinyl
Replacement Windows

®

Hours: Monday-Saturday 8am-5pm
Closed Sundays

TREE & SHRUB CARE
Specializing in Preservation

SALVAGE BY DESIGN

Winterize Your
Lawn & Garden Now
Burlap, Wiltpruf
Rose Covers &
Banking Brush

LLC

J OH N S O N ’S A R B O R I C U LT U R E

HOME

&
GARDEN

TM

7

Vinyl Siding for 24’ x 40’ Ranch
$ at $1999
Materials & Labor Starting
Materials & Labor only 1999
Route 1, Bath
Route 1, Bath
1-800-760-7231
1-800-760-7231
600
Wilson St., Brewer
1-866-989-1682
600 Wilson
St., Brewer
Route 111,Alfred
1-866-989-1682
1-888-490-1158
Route 111, Alfred
Warren Ave., Portland
1-888-490-1158
W
1-800-816-5806
Warren
Ave.,
Lewiston
669 Main
St., Portland
1-800-701-0144
1-800-816-5806

Our Own Handmade
Natural Soaps,
Bath Products,
Maine-Made Blankets,
Antiques,
and Many More
Beautiful & Useful Things.

Pramac Honda Powered Generators

Thurs.- Sat. 10 am-6 pm
68 Crescent Street
Rockland

MACKENZIE POWER EQUIPMENT

(Rte. 73 South to Crescent Street)

594-5003

875 Eastern Avenue, Augusta, ME 04330
(207) 622-4945
mackpower@adelphia.net
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Forcing
Bulbs
Spring’s
flowers for
those who just
can’t wait
— by David Robson

— the Public Library in Rockport
WWW.DANKIRCHOFF.COM

SALE

• 10% Off Barnes
Custom Made Draperies
& Roman Shades
• 10% Off Select Woven
Wood Shades
• FREE Upgrades &
Several Rebates
Order Now with Required
Deposit and Pay Balance
in January

Some gardeners love to
be the first at anything:
the one with the first
tomato; the first something blooming outside in
the spring; the first rose of
the year.
Then there are those
gardeners who buy large
quantities of spring-flowering bulbs with the intention of planting them for
large masses of color the
next April and May. Sadly, many never get to the
point of planting the bulbs before it snows and
the ground freezes.
But mix these two attitudes — the gottabe-first with the best-of-intentions — and you
could be first in the neighborhood to have
flowers bloom in the spring, albeit indoors.
This is where forcing bulbs comes in. The
practice is relatively simple, but start now.
Step 1: Buy top-quality bulbs. Make sure
they are large for the type and firm. Generally, most hyacinths are easy to force, and King
Alfred and Rembrandt varieties are the best
to force among the daffodils.Tulips are more
finicky, but the popular Apeldorn and Queen
of Sheba are the easiest. Paperwhite narcissus, relative of the daffodil, is practically foolproof. Most need no chilling and will start to
grow and flower after being planted.
Step 2: Use bulb or azalea flowerpots. These
usually are one-half to three-quarters as tall as
they are wide. If all else fails, use a standard
flowerpot, but it will require more soil.
Clay or plastic pots? It doesn’t much matter, though the latter is lighter weight and less
apt to break outdoors in winter.
Use the loosest potting soil you can find.
Garden soil is acceptable, though you need
to amend it with equal parts peat moss and
sand. It might not be a bad idea to sterilize
the soil by steaming it in your oven in a cooking bag for 30 minutes. Otherwise, you won’t
know what might pop out of the soil.
Better yet, make your own blend of equal
parts sphagnum peat moss, vermiculite and
perlite. The goal is to provide good water

6ISIT OUR SHOWROOM AND
EXPERIENCE THE LATEST IN
ELEGANTLY DISPLAYED
FIXTURES FAUCETS FURNITURE
AND ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR
NEW KITCHEN OR BATH
PROJECT IN A BEAUTIFUL AND
RELAXING ENVIRONMENT

drainage while allowing roots to grow.
Plant daffodils so that half of the bulb is
above the soil line. Tulips and hyacinths are
planted so only the tips show. You generally can plant five to six bulbs per 6-inch-diameter pot, leaving some space between the
bulbs. Leave the papery tunic on the bulbs.
Label the pots with the bulb type and cultivar name, and water the soil thoroughly.
Step 3: The waiting stage. This essentially involves chilling the bulbs to initiate flower
blooms. Ideal temperatures are 35 to 40
degrees F, which is the temperature in most
refrigerators. Or stack the pots outside in a
brick-like alternating pattern, and then cover them with a pile of leaves or straw as the
ground starts to freeze between Thanksgiving and Christmas. Or place them in a cold
frame (essentially a wood frame or box with
an old storm window on top to allow light).
Put the cold frame on the north side of a
building to avoid creating a greenhouse effect
when the winter sun shines. The moist soil
and cool conditions should stimulate root
growth as well as provide the temperatures
needed to stimulate flower buds.
Most bulbs need 13 to 14 weeks of chilling, which means you should bring them
indoors in January and February. The bulbs
will produce leaves in another three weeks,
with the first flowers of spring — and the
envy of your neighbors — to follow.
David Robson is an Extension Educator
at the University of Illinois.
© Copley News Service

7E PROVIDE INSTALLATION
AND SERVICE
COMPLIMENTARY DESIGN
ASSISTANCE AND HAVE OVER
 AVAILABLE PRODUCT
LINES DISPLAYED IN A HIGHLY
INTERACTIVE SETTING
#OME SEE FOR YOURSELF

One of the Most Extensive Custom
Window Treatment Showrooms in Maine
“We Measure, We Install and You Relax”
Full Service 1 Year “Barnes Warranty”

800-310-6830 or 273-4093
Our Showroom Is Now Conveniently
Located In One Location
1/2 Mile from Junction 1 & 90 in Warren

3HOWROOM /PEN -ON4HUR  AND &RI 
!ND ALWAYS BY APPOINTMENT
 -AVERICK 3TREET 2OCKLAND
   s WWWlXTURESMECOM
! $)6)3)/. /& !- 0,5-").'  (%!4).' ).#
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THE FREE PRESS ENERGY NOTEBOOK
Now is the time to check your stove exhaust pipe
condition and seals. Rankin’s has a full selection of stove pipe and crack sealer, as well as
ash buckets and other tools for safe and efficient wood burning.

ere in Maine, predicting the weather for the upcoming winter is
pretty easy. Cold temperatures, snow, rain, ice...it’s all coming our
way.
At Rankin’s Hardware and Building Supply, we may not know
exactly what this winter will bring, but we do know that you’re going
to want to do everything you can to keep your energy cost down. So,
we’ve stocked up on all the traditional, and some not so common,
heating related products to help you stay warm and safe.
We also have a great selection of woodstove cleaning products
and accessories, including “White Off,” a glass and ceramic cleaner
that will remove that ugly white mineral residue on fireplace doors.
We also have magnetic stove, a highly accurate instrument for monitoring stove performance, which tells you at a glance the potential for creosote build-up. Leather fire gloves, log carrier and
holders, hearth rugs, and ash buckets and shovels round out
our selection of quality wood-stove accessories. We even
have hard-to-find bellows and long fireplace matches.
Whatever source of fuel you use, you can maximize your heat by
insulating with expanding spray foam, window and door weather
stripping, additional attic insulation, and water heater blankets. Door
sweeps can eliminate a nasty draft and help retain the heat in your
home. Rankin’s features a selection of products that will let you
choose what’s best for your home and your application. Of course,
there is always someone on hand to help you decide and answer all
your questions.
Most important of all, safety during heating season is a must.
Before you turn up the heat for the first time this winter, be sure to
check all of your smoke and carbon monoxide detectors to be sure
they are in proper working condition. Change the batteries and clean
around the sensors. If it’s time to replace them, do it now before the
heating season begins. There have been many improvements in detectors over the years, and they continue to be the single most important
life-saving factor in the event of a fire. Also, check the dates on your
fire extinguishers. Replace them if they have expired, and be sure to
place them in an easily accessible location. It’s also a good time to
check flashlights for bulbs and batteries, check snow shovels, roofrakes, snow melt, and other items to help keep you safe throughout
the winter.
At Rankin’s, you’ll always find good advice and a selection of
quality products to help you get the job done right. From tools to
building materials, house wares to hardware, you’ll love the selection
and local flair of Rankin’s. A local tradition, Rankin’s remains family
owned and loyal to our customers. We think you’ll find shopping at
Rankin’s is an experience unlike any other.
For over 50 years, Rankin’s Hardware and Building Supplies has
been helping friends and neighbors with quality products and helpful
advice. We hope you’ll stop in and experience the Rankin’s difference. On Union Street, in Camden.

H

Rankin’s features a host of
wood stove cleaning and
polish products, as well as
replacement gaskets for
doors. Special stove paint
and mortar are also
available for optimum
safety and efficiency.

Before the heating season begins, check all smoke and carbon monoxide
detectors and fire extinguishers. Also, seal windows and gaps with insulating
kits, chalk, door sweeps and other products that
maximize the heat in your home.

Coal and Pellet fuel in stock

Un i o n St re e t, C amde n • 2 3 6-3275
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Floor Plan

Help your wood floors last for a lifetime

— by DiAnne Crown

Wood floors offer numerous benefits to
homeowners. As durable and beautiful as tile,
wood harbors fewer allergens than carpeting, can increase the value of a home and
provides a timeless and versatile floor finish
for almost every decorating style. Here are
four easy rules for maintaining the beauty of
any wood floor:
• No. 1: No grit.

Ralph Brookens, wood flooring expert,
suggests vacuuming or dusting the floor as
often as necessary to keep from grinding dirt
and other particles into the floor finish, and
using non-rubberized walk-off mats and
throw rugs. Rubber traps moisture.
• No. 2: Moderate humidity, no standing water.

Ideally, Brookens says, maintain the
home’s humidity between 35 percent and 55
percent. In this range, a wood floor is unlikely to shrink and show gaps between the
boards in the winter or warp in the summer.
If excess moisture comes from below,
boards will crown or cup — the side edges
of the boards will be raised. This may be due
to a leak in the refrigerator, for example, or
from excess humidity in the basement or
crawl space.
It’s OK to wipe wood floors with a damp
cloth and they will tolerate little spills that
are wiped up quickly, Brookens says, but not
puddles. “Wood will always accept water,
expand and warp.”
• No. 3: On surface-finished floors, no
oils and no wax.

For today’s urethane finishes, never use
products that list “leaves a shine” on the
label, he says. These contaminate the surface
and make refinishing the floor more difficult
in the future. Do not use oil soaps, which can
leave an oily residue, or acrylics. These can
build up and create a softer finish that is less
durable and more easily scratched. Use products that say “clean,” he says, but nothing
that claims to leave a shine.
And don’t urethane over wax. “Never,

ever, ever wax” a floor originally sealed with
urethane, says Jason Davis, another wood
flooring expert. “As soon as you start waxing, you have to keep waxing.”
For wax-surfaced floors, typically put in
20-plus years ago, Brookens hand-rubs and
buffs paste wax into the floor with a terry
cloth towel. Pastes have a higher solid content than liquid waxes and provide a longerlasting, less-cloudy finish.
For routine cleaning of urethane- and waxfinish floors, one product Brookens likes is
Liquid Pledge (not aerosol Pledge furniture
polish), which can be found in grocery, hardware and home improvement stores. Davis
recommends either 2 tablespoons of vinegar
to a gallon of hot water, or a little Amway or
Spic and Span detergent. If you use too much
detergent, Davis says, it will leave a film and
need to be rinsed.
• No. 4: No dragging furniture or
appliances.

Wood fibers compress. While fir, pine, oak,
hickory and tropical woods have different
degrees of softness, all will dent. Even high
heels worn across a wood floor, especially if
the heel cap is missing, Brookens says, can
leave indentations. Protect the floor before
moving anything heavy.
For most furniture, use heavy, one-eighthinch felt (no plastic or metal) floor glides,
available at hardware and grocery stores. (All
chairs should have these attached to the legs
and they should be replaced twice a year,
Brookens adds. Worn, flat felt provides less
cushion under the pressure points and does
not absorb grit.) In general, he says, avoid
casters. Roll refrigerators, pianos and all of
the heaviest furniture across a sheet of oneeighth-inch Masonite or one-quarter-inch
plywood. Rolling these items on a towel or
piece of cardboard is not sufficient.
If rollers are a must, the heavier the furniture, the wider the rollers should be. Be sure
that both the floor and rollers are clean; rollers
should be smooth — ridges can mar the floor.

Stay warm this holiday season...
Insulate with cellular shades

of Augusta/Camden
www.budgetblinds.com

Call
for a FREE
In-Home
Consultation
& Estimate

Independently Owned & Operated

1-888-325-2777 or 207-621-8200

Angelique’s Fine Used Furnishings

• Quality Modern Furniture • Lamps & Rugs • Home Accents
Patricia Shaw – Owner Phone: 236-3005 • Mobile: 542-1802 • angeliques7@verizon.net
Rte. 90, West Rockport
Tuesday through Saturday 9:30 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Carolyn and Dan Dungan hired Brookens
to work on the floors in their home. He refinished the old parquet, installed new, matching
parquet, laid new wood floors in some rooms
and refinished the old, worn back staircase.
Now 18 months old, the floors still look
brand-new. Caring for the wood floors is
easy, Carolyn says. “We just vacuum once a
week. We don’t wash (the floors) very often;
we don’t really need to except to spot treat
tracked-in mud from the dogs.”
In that case, Carolyn says she uses about
14 cups of vinegar to a couple gallons of
lukewarm water, damp wipes the floor and
dries the floor with a terry cloth towel.

Beyond Daily Care
Small, white scratches in the finish can be
hidden with a stain stick of a slightly lighter
color, such as those made by Minwax or
Verithane, Brookens says. Rub on, then wipe
off excess. These also are good for kitchen
cabinets. If there is extensive wear or severe
damage, the floor will need more work —
either recoating, sanding and refinishing, or
even a repair.
When recoating, thoroughly clean the floor
to remove all traces of oil and dirt, lightly
abrading the existing finish with 220- or 180grit sandpaper, then apply a new water-based
or oil-modified urethane topcoat. Floors that
are heavily trafficked usually need recoating
every seven to 10 years to keep them in good
condition and looking their best, Brookens
says.
If an oil-based product has been used on
a urethaned floor, certain commercial cleaning products may prepare the floor to accept
a new finish, but some new prefinished floors
— floors with eased, beveled edges and more
open grain wood floors — do not respond as
well to such cleaners, Brookens says. A wood
floor care professional will be able to best
determine what to do. Among the advantages
of using a thinner, water-based urethane,
Brookens says, are lower emissions of

volatile organic compounds and ease of
application and cleanup. Oil-modified finishes generally are less expensive and flow
on more smoothly, but they are harder to
touch up, he says.
Refinishing is a much larger project; it
begins with sanding the floor down to bare
wood. Sanding machines available for rent
have improved through the years, Brookens
says. Older models featured a drum sander
and edger, which often dip into the floor, and
cut or gouge the wood. More contemporary
models utilize three 7- to 8-inch paper discs.
“You can be relatively certain you’re not
going to ruin your floor,” he says, adding that
it still is a long, tedious process. Start with
the least-aggressive paper possible to get
through the finish in a reasonable amount of
time (60- or 50-grit), then go with a rougher
grit as necessary (40- or 36-grit). Follow the
instructions for the machine.
Davis cautions homeowners not to rent
lightweight sanders. These are narrow as well
as hard to control, often bouncing and gouging the floor. “You don’t realize how quickly it will do that,” Davis says. Above all,
“Make sure the sander is moving at all times
when it’s on the floor.”
For floors that have been painted, it is
unlikely all paint in the spaces between the
boards can be sanded out, so refinishing
might be a waste of time and money. When
in doubt, a free, professional evaluation can
help determine the best next steps.
If there are dark spots, the problem often
is that water has been left standing for a long
time, such as under a potted plant. In these
cases, the wood has molded and rotted, leaving a black stain that usually can’t be
bleached or sanded out. Pet urine left to dry
under carpet also will chemically burn wood.
A patch where individual boards are staggered and finished to match the existing stain
may be the most cost-effective solution.
© Copley News Service
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continued from page 1

is not a simple operation, Terrien
er water for domestic use, since
admits. “The system is cusBroadway is served by city water
tomized for this house and locaand sewer lines. Instead the well
tion. You need to have a variety
draws 45-degree F water up into a
of professionals, like engineers
heat pump in the cellar of the home.
and electricians, available to do
The heat pump, which Terrien
this,” he says.
likens to a home refrigerator, conHaselton, whose energy systains coils of refrigerator gas. The
tems company has operated in
gas is compressed within the
Rockport for seven years, thinks
pump, thus heating it. The gas has
geothermal power can be a good
a very low boiling temperature.
option for some people conWhen the 45-degree F water passcerned about energy consumpes by, it causes the compressed
tion. “It probably will save you
gas to boil, releasing heat. The
energy, but it might not save you
heat warms the water, which then
costs,” he says. To draw the 45travels to a series of radiant heatdegree F water from the well and
ing pipes laid in the building’s
pass it through the heat pump
cement floors.
requires a standard electrical
The water ultimately returns to
pump. “The way electrical rates
the well, where the cycle begins
are structured in Maine for resiagain.
dences is expensive. You may use
“In the summer the loop turns
less energy overall [with a geoaround. It draws heat from the
thermal system] but you are still
house [into the earth],” Terrien
drawing electricity from the
says. Terrien had a ventilation sysgrid,” Haselton says.
tem installed that brings outside
Another downside to geotherair into the house, then exchanges
heat and humidity from that air. In Terrien gives a tour in his geothermal basement. mal power is the high initial cost
for the equipment. “The first
the winter the ventilation system
upfront costs are usually 30 percent higher than for a convenadds humidity to the interior air; in the summer it draws
tional fossil-fuel furnace,” Haselton continues. Still, as oil prices
humidity out. Condensation drains from the exchanger directcontinue to rise, Rockport Mechanical is answering more quesly down to the cellar.
tions posed by local homeowners looking for alternatives to
“The [geothermal] system is scientifically sound, and the
that conventional furnace. “It’s not a guaranteed savings,” Haseltechnology is right off the shelf,” says Terrien. “It’s the same
ton says, “but more people are searching for something better.”
technology that every air conditioner uses. I’ve calculated
And businesses are searching, too. Among them is Hanthat for every dollar of electricity I use, I get about five dolnaford Supermarkets. The company recently announced plans
lars in heat on an annual cycle.”
to construct an energy-efficient store at the site of the old
The house has three heat pumps in the cellar, each
Cony High School in Augusta. The new store will have solar
approximately three feet by three feet in size. The pumps
photovoltaic panels, a geothermal heating and cooling syscome on in sequence based on the severity of the outside
tem, and plantings on its roof to increase insulation and contemperature. A series of insulated pipes draws the heated
trol stormwater runoff. The store is expected to be 40 percent
water from the pumps into the radiant heating system. An
more energy-efficient than the supermarket industry standard,
adjacent tank serves as the domestic hot water source. One
and Hannaford says it will be “a research laboratory” to test
of the benefits of the system, says Terrien, is that it is very
innovations that lower energy usage, waste and water conquiet. A second benefit is that it requires very little mainsumption. The company also hopes the completed store will
tenance. “I replace the filter in the air-handling unit every
receive a platinum certification from the U.S. Green Buildtwo years or so. I flush out the coils in the heat pump occaing Council when it opens.
sionally,” he says. Installing a 425-foot well and heat pumps

FREE UPGRADE
To Our Most Energy Efficient Windows!
• Free Upgrade to Low-E/Argon Filled Insulated Glass
• Enter to Win a Trip For 4 to Aruba or
1 of 5 LL Bean Gift Certificates! Offer Good Thru 11/30/07
Save on energy costs with Harvey’s premium quality, dependable vinyl replacement windows. From October 1 until November 30, get a free upgrade to ENERGY
STAR® qualified Low-E/Argon filled insulated glass to further increase thermal
efficiency. Your home will feel warmer in the winter and cooler in the summer
at a fraction of the cost!

66 ELM STREET • CAMDEN

236-4777
Call Stacy Belley • 207-975-3202 • 800-233-7250
snbelley@tcreal.com

ROCKPORT: Be the first owner of this gorgeous home on a partially wooded acre lot in a
small development of newer homes. This 3-bedroom, 2 1/2 bath cottage cape is nearly
complete and features a wrap-around deck, porch, first floor laundry and a full, walk-out
basement. #859719 $299,000

ROCKLAND: The beauty of Maine right outside your door! Move in and enjoy the comfort
of this 3-BR cape in the established Pen Bay Acres Subdivision. This great location provides
seasonal views of the Breakwater. #850812 $209,000

Brookstone Masonry
Russian
Outdoor
Stoves
Fireplaces
Outdoor Grills
Indoor/Outdoor
Bake Ovens
Stone & Brick
Fireplaces
Veneer
Chimneys
Walkways
Patios
Walls
Portfolio & References Available
For More Information

207-713-0789
www.brookstonemason.com

DON’T BE LEFT OUT
IN THE COLD!

Arvidson’s is your one stop for Sales, Service
and Installation of All LP Gas Heating Products.
We will service and install even if you didn’t buy it here!
Licensed & Insured LP Gas Technician

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR HEATING NEEDS

ARVIDSON’S/THE GAS WORKS
594-5751 & Electric too!

1097 Commercial St., Route 1 • Rockport

Capture the Heat.
Enter to win a trip for four to Aruba!
Or one of five $500 L.L. Bean Gift Certificates.
Visit www.harveyvinylwindows.com

TOM FENCE

Rte. 1 • Warren • 273-1000 • 1-800-360-4866
www.tomfence.com

*Qualify for ENERGY STAR tax credit on ’07 Taxes!

Pen-Bay Glass, Inc.
Rte. 1, Rockland-Thomaston Line, Rockland • 594-0766
Sarah Dellos, Grade 7, Thomaston Grammar School, Thomaston
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Apples & Pumpkins
FORK, KNIFE

Welcome to Fork, Knife
and Spoon

T

his is the time of year when we see an abundance of
pumpkins and apples everywhere. The question is: What
to do with all of them? I mean, after we have cut out jacko-lanterns, smashed them in the roads and made pies, there
are still twenty more in the field. The same holds true with
apples. So many varieties are available, but after bobbing
and candy-ing and a pie or two, there is still a half a bushel.
I have tried to come up with some unique recipes that you
might want to put to use this season.
Enjoy!
— Deena

Pumpkin Pickles
Try something a little different.
These make great gifts for the holidays!
1 pumpkin (about 4 lbs.)
21⁄4 cups sugar
21⁄4 cups cider vinegar
3 sticks cinnamon
15 whole cloves
Cut pumpkin into chunks.
Scrape out pulp and seeds
and remove rind. Cut into
1-inch squares. There
should be about 6 cups of
prepared pumpkin. Combine sugar, vinegar, 3 cups

water, cinnamon and
cloves in large, heavy-bottom pan. Bring to a boil
and boil gently for 10 minutes. Add pumpkin pieces
and continue gently boiling, uncovered, about an
hour or until pieces are
translucent. Turn pieces
occasionally during cooking. Pack into sterilized
jars and seal.
makes 2-3 pints

— pumpkin
WWW.DANKIRCHOFF.COM

Pumpkin Ice Cream

November
Edition, 2007

SPOON

— in Abundance
Easy Pumpkin Scramble
From my favorite cookbook:
The Victory Garden Cookbook.
This recipe is also adaptable for leftover
vegetables like green beans or zucchini.
Sometimes I add a splash of maple syrup.
1 Tbsp. vegetable oil
3 Tbsp. butter
3
⁄4 cup chopped onions
1 clove garlic
2 cups peeled, seeded and
chopped tomatoes
1 cup corn kernels
1 cup lima beans
21⁄2 cups pumpkin, cut into
1-inch chunks
1
⁄4 cup water or broth

In the oil and 1 Tbsp. butter, saute onions until wilted, about 5 minutes. Add
garlic, tomatoes, corn, lima
beans, pumpkin and water
or broth. Cook over medium heat until tender, 15 to
20 minutes. Remove garlic
and season with salt and
pepper and add remaining
Tbsp. of butter.
serves 4

— baskets
WWW.DANKIRCHOFF.COM

YOUR LOCAL GROCERY STORE & MORE!
Full Grocery
Custom Meats
Seafood
Deli & Bakery
Beer & Wine
Maine Made Products
Prepared Entrees
1 Elm Street, Camden, ME

YELLOWFRONT GROCERY
Established 1921

Apple Dumplings
1

⁄3 cup firmly packed light
brown sugar
1
⁄3 cup finely chopped walnuts
3
⁄4 tsp. cinnamon, divided
6 medium tart baking
apples, peeled and cored
Cream or milk
2 Tbsp. granulated sugar
Frozen pie crusts (amount
depends upon size of
apples)
Combine brown sugar,
walnuts and 1⁄4 tsp. cinnamon, set aside. Cut pie
crusts into 7" squares (size
also depends upon size of

apples). Place an apple on
each square and fill cavity
of apple with nut mixture.
Moisten edges of square
with cream. Bring opposite
points of pastry up over
apple and press together;
repeat with remaining
squares. Brush dumplings
with cream. Blend 2 Tbsp.
granulated sugar with
remaining 1⁄2 tsp. cinnamon:
sprinkle over top of pastry.
Place dumplings on
ungreased baking sheet and
bake for 30 to 35 minutes
at 400 degrees or until
browned.
6 servings

FOODS
Damariscotta • 563-3507

COME TO

THE “FRONT”

Route 1, Belfast
Airport Industrial Park

Lobsters and Seafood
www.youngshellfish.com

M-W-Th-Sat 9-5
Tues - 9-4

Start a new tradition — instead of pie,
just make the ice cream!
1

⁄2 cup light brown sugar
1
⁄2 cup light corn syrup
5 large egg yolks
1 Tbsp. cornstarch
1
⁄2 tsp. cinnamon
1
⁄4 tsp. nutmeg
1
⁄4 tsp. ginger
1 cup half-and-half
*1 15 oz. can solid-packed
pumpkin
1 cup heavy cream
1 tsp. vanilla
Beat brown sugar and corn
syrup into egg yolks until
thickened and pale yellow.
Beat in cornstarch, cinnamon, nutmeg and ginger.
Set aside. Bring the halfand-half to a simmer in
large, heavy saucepan.
Slowly beat the hot halfand-half into the egg and
sugar mixture. Pour entire
contents back into pan and

place over low heat. Stir
constantly with a whisk
until custard thickens
slightly. Be careful not to
let the mixture boil or
eggs will set. Remove from
heat and beat in the pumpkin. Pour custard through a
strainer into a large, clean
bowl. Allow to cool, stir in
cream and vanilla. Cover
and refrigerate until cold or
overnight. Stir and freeze
in ice cream machine. Ice
cream will be soft.
* If using store-bought,
make sure it is “solidpacked pumpkin” not
pumpkin pie mix. To use
fresh pumpkin: cut into
chunks and boil until soft.
Strain liquid through a
sieve and measure out
correct amount.
makes 6 cups

great
cheeses!
MANY MAINE FOODS AND
MUCH MORE FOR YOUR TABLE AND HOLIDAY GIFT GIVING
9-5:30 M-F • 9-5 Sat. • Noon-4 Sun.

Visit us all winter for our
Open Farmer’s Market on Sat. 9am-Noon
461 Commercial Street, Rockport
(207) 236-8895
www.cheese-me.com

236-3361

Mon-Sat 6am-7pm, Sun 8am-7pm

800-464-3474
— pomme

shipping available

WWW.DANKIRCHOFF.COM

Check out the great food at
the Good Tern Café!
Organic turkey dinners
Thanksgiving
week
Hot
sandwiches
and entrees,
MondayFriday
Sushi
Wednesdays •
Organic salad bar •
Two hot soups daily, including a vegan offering •
Prepared sandwiches and salads every day •
Hot coffee, tea and cocoa • Muffins and scones

…and don’t forget our famous popcorn!

Good Tern
Natural Foods
CO.OP & CAFE´
COOPERATIVELY OWNED SINCE 1980

04841
750 750
Main
St.St.Rockland
Main
RocklandMEME
04841
207-594-8822 •• GOODTERN
.ORG
GOODTERN.ORG
207-594-8822
9-6
Monday–Saturday,
Monday/ Saturday, 9-6

RECIPE OF THE MONTH
Apple Compote
Makes 2 Cups
3 Tbsp. unsalted butter
1
⁄2 vanilla bean, split, seeds
scraped out
1
⁄4 tsp. freshly grated
nutmeg
11⁄2 lbs. Braeburn or Pink
Lady apples, peeled,
cored and cut into
eighths
1
⁄2 cup sugar
2 Tbsp. Calvados (apple
brandy)
1
⁄4 cup heavy cream
2 tsp. fresh lemon juice
1. In large skillet, melt butter over
medium heat. Add vanilla seeds and bean and nutmeg
and allow the butter to brown. It should give off nutty
aroma. Add apples and toss to coat with butter. Sprinkle
in sugar, turn the heat to med-high and saute apples
until lightly caramelized and tender, 20 to 25 minutes,
turning often to cook evenly.
2. Remove from heat and stir in Calvados. Add cream
and lemon juice and return to heat. Cook, stirring for 2
minutes. Remove from heat and allow to cool 10 minutes. Remove vanilla bean. Puree apple mixture in food
processor until smooth. Allow to cool, cover and refrigerate until ready to use. This will keep in refrigerator up
to 1 week.
If You Love to
Cook, You’ll Love
Our
Maine Coast Booksellers Since 1886
Cookbook
8 Bay View Street, Camden 236-2223
Selection
Open Every Day, Fri. & Sat. till 8:00
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SPOON

Apple and Pumpkin Recipes, the Bumper
Crops of Fall
When the frost is on the pumpkin, it’s lovely to keep the house warm and smelling
great by cooking up nourishing family favorites using healthy seasonal produce.
— by Laura Cabot
I took a little road trip out to Union recently, to see what
remained for purchase at my favorite country farm stand.
The last items left to buy at the farm market were late corn,
apples of all varieties and a mind-boggling array of decorative gourds, squash and pumpkins. There were Queensland Blue Aussie squashes with their lumps, bumps and beautiful grey rinds, Cinderella pumpkins, otherwise known as
rouge vif d’etamps, the frosty-looking “cheese” pumpkin,
Japanese green Hokkaido and dozens more!
This largesse inspired some of these recipes, as well as a
fine meal of local Yukon gold potatoes stewed with the last
dandelion greens and a few pork scraps for immediate gratification. I followed up with a tried-and-true apple “crisp”
for dessert that night.

Cranberry, Apple and Walnut
Conserve
11⁄2 cups water
3 cups raw sugar
1 cinnamon stick
1
⁄4 tsp. ground allspice
3 12 oz. bags fresh cranberries
3 pink lady apples, cored
and diced small
2 cups toasted walnuts,
coarsely broken
2 Tbsp. Calvados or apple
brandy
Simmer water, sugar, cinnamon stick, allspice and
half of the cranberries in a
heavy pot. Cook until
berries just start to pop.
Add half of the remaining
berries and simmer, stirring gently, 5 minutes.

Add diced apple, nuts and
remaining cranberries to
pot, stirring for 5 minutes.
Stir in the Calvados and
remove from heat after
one minute more. Cool
and discard cinnamon
stick.
Note: Adding the cranberries in three batches gives
conserve layers of texture.
Nuts may be omitted, but
add a bit of lemon zest
(look for Meyer lemons,
now in your specialty
shop; they are only in season for a short time and
their unique flavor
reminds me of tangerine).
makes 12 cups,
enough for gift-giving!

Cider Glazed Pork Loin Roast
1- to 3-lb. boneless centercut pork loin, tied and
seasoned with salt and
pepper
6 small shallots, minced
Thyme leaves
Olive oil
Preheat the oven to 375;
once reached, turn down to
325. (Pork is the one meat
that needs a lower roasting
temperature or it will toughen.) Rub roast with a mixture of thyme, oil and shallot. Roast, fat side up, for 45
minutes and until the internal temperature reaches
145. Cover lightly with foil.
Baste with cider reduction*
once or twice. Finish under
broiler for the last few minutes to make brown and
crispy. Remove from oven,
keep tented and let rest 20

minutes before carving.
I usually serve the pork
roast with a gravy made of
pan juices, skimmed of fat,
thickened slightly with
stock and seasoned flour,
incorporating the bits of
shallot and caramelized
thyme.
*Cider reduction: Cook
and reduce a gallon of
cider, adding a few cinnamon sticks, until about one
cup remains and it’s
syrupy with the thickness
of maple syrup. This creates a wonderful, tangy
and sugar-free cider jelly
that needs no additional
pectin. I keep this in the
fridge all winter. Great on
toast or savory on a ciderglazed pork roast, such as
the recipe above.
serves 6

Jamaican Pumpkin Soup
This is a very forgiving recipe. Add what
you like; I sometimes add a bit of apple
or cider, white wine, parsnip or leek.
Make it your own!
Finely chop garlic and
onion. Do the same with
celery and carrot. Heat
olive oil (2-3 Tbsp.) in a
medium stock pot, saute
vegetables, beginning
with the garlic and onion,
adding celery and carrot.
Toss to cover with oil and
cook for 6 to 7 minutes.
1 small (2-lb.) Kabocha or Add squash, stock and
buttercup squash, peeled, seasonings, salt and pepper. Bring to a boil, lower
seeded and cut into
to simmer and coook
medium-sized pieces
through. Cool slightly
3 cups chicken broth
and puree to desired
1 bay leaf
smoothness. Check sea2 tsp. curry powder
sonings. Serve hot,
1 tsp. tumeric powder
topped with garnishes of
Pinch of cayenne pepper
choice.
Salt and pepper
Creme Fraiche and chopped
serves 6
parsley for garnish
2 medium garlic cloves,
peeled
1 medium onion, peeled
and quartered
2 stalks celery, chopped
roughly, or celery root
3 large carrots, peeled and
chopped
Olive oil to saute

The caramelized sugar in this recipe lends
a rich note to the custard!
Pastry —
Use your favorite pie
dough, but crimp the
edges high and prick
crust all over with a
fork. Best presentation is
in a deep quiche dish.
Pre-bake the crust in a
preheated oven at 375,
using pie weights or
beans to keep crust level.
Filling —
1 cup sugar
1
⁄3 cup water
2 cups heavy cream
1 15-oz. solid pack pumpkin, a scant 2 cups
11⁄2 tsp. ground ginger
1 tsp. cinnamon
1
⁄4 tsp. freshly grated nutmeg
Pinch of ground clove
Dash of salt
4 large eggs, beaten

10 minutes. Using pastry
brush, make sure all crystals are washed down from
the sides of the pan and
dissolved. Do not stir, as
the color deepens. When
the syrup is golden in color, reduce heat to moderate and carefully add 1 cup
cream. Mixture will be
bubbling vigorously. Stir
until caramel is dissolved.
Stir in remaining cup of
cream and bring just to a
simmer. Whisk together
pumpkin, spices and salt.
Whisk the hot cream mixture into the pumpkin,
adding eggs one at a time
until well combined. Pour
into cooled, pre-baked pie
shell and bake in a preheated 350 oven for 45 to
55 minutes or until puffed
and custard is set. Serve
Bring the sugar and water warm with vanilla
to a boil in a 3-quart
whipped cream; best eaten
saucepan. Stir until sugar
the same day.
is dissolved. Boil syrup for
serves 12
We at Laura Cabot Catering are sharing in the
feeling of gratitude and thanksgiving
with our friends and readers.
Have a wonderful holiday.
Warmly, Laura Cabot

Post Office Box 628 ◆ Waldoboro, Maine 04572

Beautiful Food for All Occasions
Discover the Wonders of Shopping Hannaford

sponsor this feature and I hope you will show
your appreciation by trying their products.
Small, food-based businesses in Maine
need your support, and since everyone
needs to eat, let’s show them we care.
Try it — you’ll like it!

AGRICOLA FARMS
Route 17, Union

785-4018

A Country Store & More
• Pumpkins, Squash, Apples & Cider
• Local Cheeses, Chutney & Jams
• Yarns, Sheepskins & Hand Knits
• Garden Art & Special Gifts

Food – Fiber – Flowers

118 S. MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME 04841
LOBSTERS AND FRESH SEAFOOD
OVERNIGHT SHIPPING
PACKED TO TRAVEL

WHOLESALE & RETAIL
www.jessmarket.com

(207) 596-6068
FAX: (207) 596-7292
TOLL FREE: 1-877-219-8653

Maine-ly Poultry
Order your fresh
native turkeys
now for
Thanksgiving

per lb.

Rte. 1,Warren • Call 273-2809

Open ’til 7:00pm!
Mon. – Sat., Sundays ’til 5:30pm
Now Taking Reservations for

FRESH NATIVE TURKEY!
No Growth Hormones! No Antibiotics!

Also, Reserve your Amy’s Homemade Pies!
Don’t miss out! Reserve Yours Today!
Special! Just in time for Cold/Flu Season!
American Biotech Colloidal Silver New 16 oz. size!
Reg. Price $37.79 Our Price $28.39

R.W. Knudsen Fruit Spritzers

(207) 832-6337
Weddings • Events • Private Chef

www.lauracabotcatering.com

e
Nativ Organic Fall Squash & Potatoes
e Organic Apples
Nativ Macouns, Cortlands, Macs, Red & Yellow Delicious & Jonagolds
e
Nativ Organic Sweet Cider
Extensive Selection of Organic
Fruits & Vegetables!

75 Maverick St. • Rockland • 594-2173
Visit our web site: www.hannaford.com
for recipes, news and specials

2

$ 40

6 pack Reg. Price $5.69 Our Everyday Low Price! $4.49

Laura Cabot Catering Native

Rediscover your Sense of Wonder

These businesses have graciously agreed to help

Caramel Pumpkin Pie

WWW.DANKIRCHOFF.COM

Food & Drug

A word about our advertisers:

Open Mon-Sat 8-7:00 pm
Sunday 9-5:30
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ERA® Cousens Realty, LLC
596-6433

,

15 Payne Ave., Rockland, Maine

Visit us at www.eracousens.com
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Knox County
Home Sales
Fairly Strong
Compared to
Rest of State

The number of
homes sold across
the state of Maine
dropped 16 percent
in September after
two months of positive statistical data,
according to the Maine Real Estate Information System, Inc. And the median sales price
for those homes dipped just over one percent
to $190,000 (median sales price means half the
homes sold for more, half for less).
Home sales in Knox County, however, rose
21.71% over third quarter sales in 2006 —
MAINE REAL ESTATE STATISTICS —

Source Maine Real Estate Information System, Inc.
Sept. only real estate sales — from Sept. 1-30, 2006, and from Sept. 1-30, 2007
# Units
# Units
Sold 2006
Sold 2007 % change
MSP 2006
MSP 2007 % change

STATEWIDE
Sweet 3 BR cape with a fenced rear
yard for kids and pets! Located in a
newer neighborhood near shopping and
the golf course! Rockland $154,900

G!
STIN
I
L
NEW

Potential plus for this bungalow on an
open acre! 2 BR, 2 car garage and new
Rinnai heater. This home is larger than
it appears! South Thomaston $162,500

G
STIN
I
L
NEW

Serene country setting and a 3 BR, 2
bath, fireplaced home w/a MB suite,
laundry room, full walkout basement &
att. 2 car gar. – all on 2 wooded acres!
Warren $224,300

G!
STIN
I
L
NEW

Great opportunity to own 2.6 tree studded
acres with 290+/- feet on the river. Soil
test available for your new home or a
wonderful spot for a camp!
Waldoboro $79,500

!
RICE
P
NEW

Rare these days – 10+ acre parcel within
the city limits. Excellent building site, or
subdivide with city approval. Potential
bay views. Rockland $220,000

Looking for a family sized home? This
4 BR, 1.5 bath home w/a great detached
barn w/a loft may fit the bill. With just a
little TLC, this in-town home just needs
your family! Rockland $185,000

Quietly perched on a 1 acre knoll, this
3 BR home features really nice landscaping and lots of privacy. Room for
the kids and the pets to roam!
Warren $148,000

Next to the clubhouse & swimming
pool, this may be the best lot in the
campground! Closest to the lake, there
is a 2004 two BR park model w/appliances and furniture. Turn key summer
vacation! Warren $115,000

and the median sales price increased 8.33%.
Median sales price increased over 11% in
Waldo County, to $185,000, while it dropped
by 8% in Lincoln County, to $239,000.
The National Association of Realtors
(NAR) reported that national sales of singlefamily homes are down 19.8 percent from
September 2006, and the national median
sales price decreased 4.9 percent to $210,200.
The Northeast and Midwest fared better than
other areas around the country in price gains.
In the Northeast, sales decreased 13.5 percent
in one year, but the median sales price rose
0.5 percent to $261,700.

1,225

1,028

-16.08%

$192,000

Commercial: Developers Take Notice!
Available 24,000 s.f. of the best water view!
Comm. & res. space, directly on Rte.1 in downtown. Offered at $40/sq. ft. 7 unit (2 res. & 5
comm.) condo. Plan in works. Parking, yard,
roof top deck. 1.5 hrs. to Portland, 3 hrs. to
Boston. Rockland $995,000

from July 1, 2006 to Sept. 30, 2006 and from July 1, 2007 to Sept. 30, 2007
County

# Units
Sold 2006

# Units
Sold 2007

% change

MSP 2006

MSP 2007

% change

3,756
294
120
812
102
156
368
129
124
200
421
66
117
122
126
16
583

3,700
251
118
876
101
171
334
157
127
178
400
69
114
92
118
13
581

-1.49%
-14.63%
-1.67%
7.88%
-0.98%
9.62%
-9.24%
21.71%
2.42%
-11.00%
-4.99%
4.55%
-2.56%
-24.59%
-6.35%
-18.75%
-0.34%

$192,000
$165,000
$84,950
$255,000
$135,000
$188,500
$149,900
$192,000
$260,000
$150,000
$147,000
$105,000
$199,000
$113,500
$166,000
$118,750
$242,000

$195,000
$165,000
$77,175
$255,000
$142,000
$192,000
$155,950
$208,000
$239,000
$145,750
$145,000
$120,000
$211,600
$120,000
$185,000
$110,000
$238,000

1.56%
0.00%
-9.15%
0.00%
5.19%
1.86%
4.04%
8.33%
-8.08%
-2.83%
-1.36%
14.29%
6.33%
5.73%
11.45%
-7.37%
-1.65%

Statewide
Androscoggin
Aroostook
Cumberland
Franklin
Hancock
Kennebec
Knox
Lincoln
Oxford
Penobscot
Piscataquis
Sagadahoc
Somerset
Waldo
Washington
York

00
5,0
7
$9

Jefferson - 5 fireplaces make this 6-bedroom home
one of a kind. Large attached post-and-beam barn and
waterfront cottage included.

00
2,9
2
$2
Great investment opportunity! This turn
key business consists of a convenience
store/gas station, a car-truck wash, truck
stop, heavy equip. & truck repair garage
and 2 partially compeleted 2 BR apts.
Jefferson $1,900,000

These are custom designed 1 & 2 Bedroom condominium units overlooking
Rockland Harbor. Amenities include a
private elevator, health club facilities
and 24 hr. security & services. The
views have it! Rockland $449,000

-1.04%

Comparison of 3rd quarter ’06 and ’07 real estate sales by county

15 Bunker Hill Road, Jefferson
207-549-5657
www.BlackDuckRealty.com
Work from home! With great Rte. 17
visibility, this is a 9,000 sq. ft. bldg
w/insulated open 2nd floor, 3 phase
power & separate 2 unit rental building.
Soil tested. What opportunity! Rockport $495,000

$190,000

Jefferson - Fireplace in the dining room and a master
suite above the kitchen are in this well-maintained
home with barn and workshop.

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

00
0,0
5
$2

Windsor - 1 fireplace and a woodstove in this 3-4
bedroom Cape style home set off a gravel road with
large detached barn and fenced-in fields.

99
9,9
9
$1

Whitefield - Newer home with fireplace in living
room and hearth for a woodstove in the den. Three
bedrooms and attached 2-car garage.
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REALTOR

EQUAL HOUSING

®

OPPORTUNITY

LAURA ARMITAGE
IRENE C. RIZKALLA, GRI
Associate Broker
Broker - REALTOR®
Member MREIS
Realtor®
• Statewide Listing Service

(207) 372-8049 or
1-877-372-8049

CINDY LANG
Associate Broker
Realtor®

PEGGY CROCKETT
Associate Broker
Realtor®

KAREN RIZKALLA
Associate Broker
Realtor®

FLETCHER CHONTOS
Sales Agent
Realtor®

KRISTINA MITCHELL
Sales Agent
Realtor®

NEW LISTING!

Virtual Tour

Fabulous New home, 4 bedrooms, 3 baths, fireplace, radiant heat, hardwood floors
throughout, huge master suite, full radiant heated basement and garage, granite and
cherry kitchen, 1.7 acres. Also 10' pedestrian r.o.w. to the ocean and the most
perfect view anyone could ever want. $695,000. Tenants Harbor, St. George

Amazing home, awesome views, superb condition, great location; 3+
bedrooms,
Count
Rumford fireplace, private guest quarters, and
some furniture included.
St. George $599,000

Rare opportunity to own a piece of historic
Monhegan Island. Comfortable 4 bdrm saltbox located atop one of the Island's highest
points. Exceptional panoramic views of the harbor and beyond from your private 2nd story
deck. House has excellent rental history.
Motivated Seller Asking $600,000

New dream home by local master-builder must be
seen to be appreciated: 4,000 square feet of heated area
includes the finest and most luxurious living imaginable,
all on a beautiful wooded Rockport lot convenient to
everything. Professional landscaping is icing on the cake.
$720,000

Virtual Tour

PRICE REDUCED

St. George—Just off Clark Island Road: Privacy Galore &
Plenty of Room for Entertaining! 3-bedroom, 3-bath
Contemporary Cape on 5.48 acres. Cathedral ceiling, custom
bookshelves & window seat in the living room. Private back yard
& deck. One mile to the ocean. Centrally
located just 8 miles from Rockland &
Port Clyde. GREAT PRICE—
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE! $299,000

Virtual Tour

Owls Head Waterfront Estate: Step Back in
Time – Classic Maine 4-BR Farmhouse with
spectacular waterfronts. 172 ft. of frontage on
Owls Head Harbor with conservation easement
to protect the view. Walk or drive the woodland path to secluded beach at Deep Cove with
your own 67.5 ft. of frontage. Possibility for
two elevated water-view
building lots.
$1.25 million

St. George: Mini-farm, 3 BRs, workshop,
barns, gardens and all on 1.3 pretty acres.
This property has a 104' ROW to salt
water cove. Perfect for canoeing or kayaking. Sweet and affordable at $189,900

Virtual Tour

Rockland: Wonderful in-town location ready for your finishing touches.
3 bedrooms, 1 bath. Period details
include original wide pine floors,
built-in corner cupboards, plaster
curved wall. 2 porches, 1 overlooking
spacious backyard. Recent renovations
include all new windows, roof &
chimney. $120,000

Tenants Harbor: Private location.
Cathedral ceilings. Skylights. First floor
Master. Fieldstone fireplace. Hot tub.
Low maintenance…Imagine the possibilities!
$399,995

Virtual Tour

COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Virtual Tour

Thomaston: Main Street building with two
commercial suites, two floor, 2-3 bedroom
townhouse apartment. Recent renovations; 4
bathrooms; prime location next to Post Office
for your business or great income opportunity.
$279,000

Rockland: Panoramic Ocean Views from this 3-BR/3bath Timber-Peg Post and Beam home on 7.94 acres.
Open floor plan on first floor with 1671 sq. ft. finished
living area. First floor master bedroom suite with bathtub and walk-in shower. First floor laundry. Bonus 1731
sq. ft. finished living area in basement would make wonderful guest quarters. 2-car attached garage. $459,000

Otis Point, St. George: Fine home with 33' ROW — nice
beach and deep water access. Cedar shingles, Andersen 400s
windows, 2 farmer porches with Timber Tech decks. Two
rooms still need to be finished inside. Sailor’s paradise on
mile-wide river. $299,900

Views from all rooms in this Tenants
Harbor Village home. Wonderful Garrison
Colonial style home within a stone’s throw of
the water. ROW comes with this treasure.
Large formal rooms, finished with care, quality construction. $739,000

Tenants Harbor: Charming 2-bedroom, 2bath cape on a lovely 1-acre surveyed lot,
minutes from Port Clyde. Quiet street just one
mile from the ocean to the east and the salt
water St. George River to the west. Beautiful,
mature landscaping. Neat as a pin for yearround or summer living. $159,000

Virtual Tour

St. George: 4 bedroom, 3 bath New
England style farmhouse. 2.6 acres,
sunroom, hot tub, solar heated pool,
nice new barn, and income of guest
apartment. $274,900

Martinsville: Two
bedroom ranch with
full basement. Plus, a three bedroom mobile home.
Two wells, two septics, garage, 4.16 acres. Near Drift
Inn Beach. $360,000

Mosquito Harbor Waterfront: Just around
the corner from Port Clyde. Three bright sunny
bedrooms, hardwood floors, granite countertops in a brand new kitchen, wonderful deck,
and 2 lovely new baths. This one is adorable
and a dream vacation home
or for year-round
living. St. George
$535,000

Virtual Tour

Union: Forever views of blueberry fields & Appleton
Ridge. Very spacious Cape on 15 acres with kitchen/
family room with fireplace, beautiful enclosed sunporch & private deck. 2 additional finished first-floor
rooms with views – great space for a possible firstfloor master suite! Attractive landscaping, privacy,
and easy access to Augusta & Rockland. $299,900

Tenants Harbor: New England style home
close to the “Welcome to Martinsville” sign. 3
bedroom home with freshly painted interior.
Pretty lot with new septic system in 2000.
Three miles from Drift Inn Beach in Port
Clyde. Great starter home or bring new ideas
for your summer retreat. $122,000

LAND
PRICE REDUCED

South Thomaston, Norton Drive. 10 acres off cul de sac. Driveway started. Less than 1 mile
from town dock. Good land. $79,000
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Leading you home.

You know the old saying ... “Location, location, location.”
Real estate experts know it’s all about location, and that’s why we think we’ve found the perfect spot for our new office. As of November
10th, you can find us in the former location of Camden National Bank’s Rockland branch, on the corner of Park and Union Streets
behind Camden National Bank and across from Rite-Aid. That puts us in a perfect position to serve the commercial and residential
interests of the people of Rockland.
As of November 10th, we’re there ready to welcome you.
We’re delighted to be right in the heart of Rockland’s revitalized business district, and to be part of this vibrant downtown community.
Jaret & Cohn has been serving the Midcoast area for more than 25 years, and currently has 6 offices throughout the Midcoast in
Damariscotta, Waldoboro, Rockland, Camden, Belfast and Vinalhaven.

Stop in and visit us in our new home!
O U R N E W L O C AT I O N :

25 Park Street • Rockland, ME 04841 • 207-596-0352
en
Op PM
s
l
-3
de
Mo day 1
Sun

Jeannine K. Lee,
REALTOR
Jaret & Cohn Real Estate
25 Park St., Rockland
Call: 596-0352, 542-6938 cell
E-Mail: jklee@jaretcohn.com
Newly constructed condominiums with open sunny
floor plan, top-of-the-line appliances, granite, hardwood floors w/radiant heat, main floor master suite and
much more. Across from Chickawaukie Lake. Take
Lake Avenue off Route 17.

In beautiful country setting only minutes to downtown and Rockland Harbor. Enjoy the Farnsworth Art Museum, The
Strand Theatre, Maine Lighthouse Museum, downtown shops and restaurants. Models OPEN Sunday 1-3 PM
MLS #843747 $295,000

REDUCED
ROCKLAND: 2 BR
1880’s Victorian, located
in the historic district,
large private lot, sliders
from dining room to
deck, walk to dowtown,
art museums, restaurants
...discover Rockland.
Reduced to $158,000

In-town 3-4 bedroom
Victorian with original
features: tin ceiling in
kitchen, butler’s pantry,
mouldings, fireplace, and
hardwood floors throughout. Many updates. Walk
to harbor, shops &
galleries. Exceptional
value at $201,100

Karen Anderson,

Susan Smith-Riedel,

BROKER

REALTOR

Jaret & Cohn Real Estate
25 Park St., Rockland

Jaret & Cohn Real Estate
25 Park St., Rockland

Office Ph: 207-596-0352 ext 109
Cell Ph: 207-691-0315

596-0352 - office
207-441-7471 - Cell

www.jaretcohn.com >> Visit our site for the latest listings.
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